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Abstract: In an era in which conventional agriculture has come under question for its environmental
and social costs, regenerative agriculture suggests that land management practices can be organized
around farming and grazing practices that regenerate interdependent ecological and community
processes for generations to come. However, little is known about the geographies of ‘regenerative’
and ‘conventional’ agricultural lands—what defines them, where they are, and the extent to which
actual agricultural lands interweave both or are characterizable by neither. In the context of the
Midwest of the United States, we develop and map an index quantifying the degrees to which the
agricultural lands of counties could be said to be regenerative, conventional, or both. We complement
these results by using a clustering method to partition the land into distinct agricultural regions.
Both approaches rely on a set of variables characterizing land we developed through an iterative
dialogue across difference among our authors, who have a range of relevant backgrounds. We map,
analyze, and synthesize our results by considering local contexts beyond our variables, comparing
and contrasting the resulting perspectives on the geographies of midwestern agricultural lands. Our
results portray agricultural lands of considerable diversity within and between states, as well as
ecological and physiographic regions. Understanding the general patterns and detailed empirical
geographies that emerge suggests spatial relationships that can inform peer-to-peer exchanges among
farmers, agricultural extension, civil society, and policy formation.

Keywords: regenerative agriculture; sustainability; sustainability indices; composite indices; regional
analysis; regional geography; spatial analysis; United States Midwest

1. Introduction

In focusing on turning natural and social resources into commodities via economies of
scale, conventional agriculture has tended to contribute not only to increased outputs but
also to widespread socioenvironmental damage [1–6]. Agroecology and regenerative agri-
culture represent systems organized around farming and grazing practices that regenerate
interdependent ecological and community processes for generations to come [7–11]. The
approaches aim to integrate soil, water, livestock, wildlife, individuals, and communities
into interconnected units forming resilient ecosocial assemblages.

For many, regenerative agriculture is focused on developing healthy soil through
practices such as cover cropping, intercropping, crop rotation, conservation tillage, and
mixed crop–livestock systems [12–17]. Other regenerative practices may include wildlife
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corridors, buffer strips to control runoff, habitat for pollinators, and integrated pest manage-
ment [18–24]. The resulting benefits increase regional biodiversity, improve water quality,
and enhance ecosystem services, including drought and flood control. Regenerative prac-
tices have been documented to improve soil organic carbon and mineral-associated organic
matter [25,26]. They also promote landscape resilience to climatic instability [27]. Other
studies have shown that regenerative agriculture provides benefits by providing improved
nutrient densities in vegetables and wheat, and that regenerative grazing provides a better
fatty-acid profile than conventionally raised beef [28].

The discipline and practice of agroecology depend on interventions in community
wellbeing and broader political economies that some programs in regenerative agriculture
are now beginning to incorporate [29–31]. Such approaches aim to reset settler histories
that served as the basis of ongoing expropriation disconnecting food production from local
ecologies and community life [32–35]. The interventions aim to reintroduce farmer auton-
omy, community socioeconomic resilience, circular economies, epidemiological buffering,
and integrated cooperative supply networks [36,37]. The approaches aim to institutionalize
democratic participatory processes that protect the interdependent health and welfare of
farmers, workers, consumers, local communities, livestock and poultry, wildlife, and, by
extension, a greater world extending far beyond the farm gate. Re-establishing interwoven
regional food systems that can supply produce rich in the diversity and micronutrients
lost in industrial production can also remove farmers from the price treadmill, provide
seasonally appropriate and healthy food options, and mend the disconnect between rural
and urban communities [38–43].

Despite these clear distinctions, as a matter of an operational definition usable for
mapping, the questions of what forms a regenerative or conventional agricultural land—or
where these terms are inadequate—is not simply answered. A nascent literature is begin-
ning to address this question, although still largely in terms of proximate on-farm measures
and practices, including soil health, water retention, and farm profits [44–46]. There has
been research attempting to partition agricultural lands into regions of shared character-
istics since at least the early 20th century [47–51], but such inquiry has not differentiated
regenerative from what we now call ‘conventional’ practices. It has likewise focused more
closely solely on farm practices and biophysical conditions than a broader regenerative
agricultural sensibility might suggest. As has been long understood, a set of agricultural
regions drawn for one purpose may mislead those who casually use them for another [49].

Our methods consider land as integrative, including but moving beyond the farm and
soil health. We do so through developing two complementary approaches to quantifying,
visualizing, and analyzing the agricultural lands of the US Midwest—a conventional–
regenerative agricultural index whose values vary over space, as well as a partitioning
of the land into distinct agricultural regions via a clustering approach. Both rely on a set
of variables characterizing the land we developed through an iterative dialogue across
differences among our authors, who have a range of relevant backgrounds. While previous
studies have focused on characterizing either conventional or regenerative agricultural
lands, we begin with the supposition that many regenerative farmers still practice con-
ventional methods, including pesticide use, and many conventional farmers are engaging
basic regenerative practices such as cover crops and rotational grazing. We, therefore,
design our index and regionalization methods to quantify and map how various places
combine conventional and regenerative agricultural practices in similar or different ways
and extents.

We map, analyze, and synthesize our results by considering local contexts beyond
our variables, comparing and contrasting the resulting perspectives on the geographies
of midwestern agricultural lands. Our results portray agricultural lands of considerable
diversity within and between states, as well as ecological and physiographic regions.
Understanding the general patterns and detailed empirical geographies that emerge suggest
spatial relationships that might inform peer-to-peer exchanges among farmers, agricultural
extension, civil society, and policy formation.
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2. Materials and Methods

Our investigation of regenerative and conventional agricultural lands in the US Mid-
west began with a collaboration across our differences in standpoints as farmers, food
system analysts, and/or academics. We worked to identify which sorts of measurable
processes and attributes of the land we can agree are best included in our analysis.

We root our consideration of what constitutes various types of agricultural land
in the study of 12 states in the US Midwest, which, listed from east to west, are Ohio,
Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas. Although it is desirable to study such lands at multiple,
interconnected scales, we focus here on aggregated data, data that somewhat subsume the
actions of the individual into larger landscape processes, but that are not so broad as to
suppress all forms of variation from locale to locale or state to state. In doing so, our choice
of scale and our choice of data sources are interdependent.

Many of the variables we chose were easily obtainable at the county level, given
the format of public data of the USDA’s 2017 Census of Agriculture and other studies
upon which we relied. Several of our variables were derived from gridded rasters that we
then re-expressed at the county level, as described below, as well as in full detail in the
Supplementary Materials. Not all data we used were derived from 2017 measurements, but
data were chosen to be as close to 2017 in provenance as possible. Many of the processes
captured by the variables we chose (and describe below) do not have large interannual
variations in the short term.

After choosing variables (as described in more detail below) that we felt were related
to how regenerative and/or conventional agricultural land might be, we then character-
ized the lands of the US Midwest given these variables. To do so, we developed two
approaches with different assumptions and placed their results in conversation with each
other, which we describe further below: (1) a single continuous regenerative–conventional
agricultural land index via a function using the variables as its parameters; (2) a discrete
classification/regionalization of counties via clustering the variables.

2.1. Selecting a Functional Form for a Regenerative–Conventional Agricultural Index

One of the first choices that needed to be made was the functional form for the index.
Although any number of forms might be conceivably plausible or insightful for this analysis,
we chose to use a ratio in our efforts to compare agricultural lands across the region. In our
case, this choice of form allowed for a clear differentiation in the role played by a numerator
and a denominator of the ratio. We allow the numerator and denominator to each be a sum
of variables, with the numerator’s terms being variables that we felt would be positively
associated with regenerative agriculture, whereas the variables in the sum forming the
denominator would be negatively associated with regenerative agriculture and positively
associated with conventional agriculture. In other words, let

Index =
numerator

denominator
, (1)

where numerator = ∑n Xn and denominator = ∑m Ym given sets of variables Xn and Ym.
A higher value of the ratio in a particular county suggests a greater association of

the agriculture of the county with regenerative practices than with conventional ones; a
lower value of the index implies more conventional practices, while grounds in the middle
represent a balance. Note that the value of the index itself does not necessarily speak to the
overall amount of activity in a county compared to other counties, but to the qualitative
nature of the activities.

2.2. Exploring, Choosing, and Preparaing Regenerative–Conventional Variables

In the United States, regenerative agriculture is not currently associated with a highly
standardized set of activities or outcomes. As authors of this work, we brought insights
and aspirations from overlapping experiences as farmers, food systems analysts, natural
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scientists, and/or social scientists to our understanding of what might comprise both
regenerative and conventional agricultural lands. We collaborated across differences to
choose variables that would describe and differentiate these agricultural lands across the
diversity of the twelve states considered here, ranging from the Appalachian foothills to
the Great Plains, from northern forests and lakes to the central lowlands and rolling hills of
loess, hosting so many specific practices in husbandry and cultivation. Choosing specialty
maple production, for instance, would overemphasize the differences both within certain
northern states such as Wisconsin and Michigan and between those states and others. It
was important to us that the variables be appropriate to characterizing the land in an
integrative fashion; not only on-farm practices but also communitywide social economies
and interrelated environmental processes were important to capture. Choosing methane
production and particulate matter as markers of conventional production speaks to our
interests in considering population health and health equity as important dimensions of
the land.

We pursued a degree of parsimony in the choice of variables. If a variable under con-
sideration was too close, conceptually, to another variable, we would only include one. As
described below, we also examined the matrix of scatterplots between all pairs of variables
to assess the nature of empirical dependence. As will be shown below, our methods do not
idealize variable independence in the way that a regression approach might.

Substantial additional detail for each variable’s sourcing and processing is provided
in this article’s Supplementary Materials.

Below, we often abbreviate the United States Department of Agriculture National
Agricultural Statistics Service’s 2017 Census of Agriculture [52] as ‘the census’.

All the variables whose names given here end in ratio are fractions of the farming
operations in a given county that have a particular characteristic. The count of such
operations is divided by a census variable reporting the number of farm operations in
the county. Note that the census definition of farm is, generally, ‘any place from which
$1000 [USD] or more of agricultural products were produced and sold, or normally would
have been sold, during the census year’ [52] (VIII). For brevity, we do not repeat this
discussion for each ratio variable.

The 13 variables we chose and processed are as follows:
IntensiveGrazingRatio: The fraction of a county’s operations, according to the census,

engaging in rotational or management-intensive grazing, a standard practice in regenera-
tive agriculture that involves moving herds from paddock to paddock to allow the land
adequate recovery and to maximize forage production and quality.

SilvopastureRatio: The fraction of a county’s operations, according to the census, en-
gaging in alley cropping or silvopasture, practices associated with more advanced on-farm
regenerative agriculture in bioregions that support forests [53]. Under silvopasture, trees
can serve as a secondary crop, offer shade for livestock, and capture and retain rainfall.
Tree roots improve soil health and the nutrient quality of forage.

LivestockDiversity: A Shannon diversity index in which the various populations of the
‘species’ in the county are the numbers of operations with cattle, hogs, sheep, goats, layer
chickens, broiler chickens, turkeys, and bees. A higher value for this variable corresponds
to a county where the numbers of each of these types of operations are relatively equal. We
viewed county-level diversity as providing benefits in and of itself [54]. Consider that a
county economy is more likely to circumvent a seasonal failure in, for example, the hog
market with other livestock grown in its borders.

ConservationEasementsRatio: The fraction of a county’s operations, according to the
census, with land under ‘a legal agreement voluntarily entered into by a property owner
and a qualified conservation organization such as a land trust or government agency’ [52]
(B-14). Farms engaged in setting aside and developing land for conservation are more likely
to support biodiversity on and off farm, as well as pollinator habitat and natural pest control.
While water quality polices have different impacts upon hydrologic ecosystem services,
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conservation easements, among other land policies, appear to have positive impacts on
freshwater supply and flood control [55].

CoverCropsRatio: The fraction of a county’s operations, according to the census, that
plant cover crops (but are not in the Conservation Reserve Program). Cover cropping,
growing alternate crops in the off-season or alongside main crops, reduces erosion, fixes
atmospheric nitrogen, reduces nitrogen leaching, improves soil health, and, among other
climate-mitigating impacts, alleviates warming and surface reflection [14].

NoTillRatio: The fraction of a county’s operations, according to the census, practicing
conservation tillage or no-till. By reducing digging, stirring, and overturning soil, conserva-
tion tillage reduces carbon emissions and can increase soil carbon, while decreasing erosion
and conserving soil moisture.

CropDiversity: A Shannon diversity index with some similarities to LivestockDiversity
above; however, unlike LivestockDiversity, it is not calculated as if individual species in
the entropy formula were solely each different census counts of farms with various sorts
of crops. Instead, here, there are four ‘species’ that go into the entropy formula, two of
which are themselves aggregates: (1) grains (being the sum of operations with maize,
oats, soybeans, wheat, and wild rice); (2) forage (being the sum of operations producing
hay/grass silage and corn silage); (3) farms producing vegetables, potatoes, melons, etc.
in the open; and (4) farms producing fruits (not including citrus or berries). Diversity is
a bioresource and economic buffer at the county level. On-farm, diverse crop rotations
reduce synthetic fertilizer application and freshwater toxicity [56].

LocalDirectSalesFarmsRatio: The fraction of a county’s operations, according to the
census, that sold edible agricultural products directly to consumers, whether at farm stands,
farmers’ markets, online, via CSAs, u-pick, etc. [52] (B-25). Local sales keep food grown
and farm revenue within nearby areas for local populations. Such food is also less likely
produced for processed ingredients shipped for export.

FarmSizeAvgAcres: The average number of acres (1 hectare is 2.471 acres) per farming
operation in a county according to the census. While size alone may represent an overgen-
eralization that misses differences in bioregion, soil, and commodity grown or raised, large
farm sizes also represent a lesser number of local farmers if farmland area is held constant
and suggest historical trajectories toward farm consolidation.

PesticideRatio: The number of a county’s operations reporting in the census to have
applied fungicides, plus those that have applied nematicides, those that have applied
other insecticides, those that have applied herbicides, and those that have applied other
chemicals, with the sum divided by the total number of operations. As such, this is a ratio
that can exceed unity. Although there are regenerative operations that use pesticides, large
quantities as measured across farms at the county level are likely to serve as an indicator of
conventional production. Major water contamination issues arise directly and indirectly
with the use of pesticides and other agrochemicals such as synthetic fertilizers [57–60].
As such, this variable also has implications for the measurement of water quality and
protection, which are important to regenerative agriculture and broader notions of health.

PM2.5_nonurban: This variable offers a rough attempt to quantify the average density
in the air of particulate matter of 2.5 microns or less in width (PM2.5) associated with
agricultural activities and lands. We begin with 2016 data from the WHO’s DIMAQ models,
on a 0.1 degree × 0.1 lattice [61]. We mask out those areas that correspond to urban areas
in the 2016 NLCD land cover data [62]. For counties, we then find the average PM2.5 for
nonurban areas. Particulate matter is, among other things, a marker of the interaction
between the scale of local livestock production and its impact on the local environment, as
well as field management practices [63].

Food_Flow_Over400mi_KTxKm: Nonlocal food flows of a county are a measure of the
extent to which food is exported both in quantity and distance. It increases both with the
distances involved and the amounts (in weight/mass). Food that is exported distances
less than 400 miles (644 km) is excluded from this measure. This cutoff comes from the
widely discussed (if inevitably somewhat arbitrary) figure from the 2008 Farm Bill [64]
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in the United States offering a definition of local food as that produced within 400 miles.
We calculate this measure, whose units are mass-distance, using modeled data on food
flows [65]. Food flows are the only variable we use that potentially scales with the size of
the county and its overall economic activity; however, as with all other variables, they are
rescaled before they enter into our calculations. Excess food flow serves as an indicator of
production for export and processed food production. It also marks the absence of a local
circular economy and a failure in regional resilience [66].

CH4_per_km2_ag_area: Methane emissions per unit of agricultural land area were
calculated using a combination of data on agricultural methane emissions [67] and land-
cover data [62]. Estimated agricultural emissions included those from field burning, rice
cultivation, manure management, and enteric fermentation. Methane represents another,
orthogonal marker of the interaction between the scale of local livestock production and its
impact on the environment [68].

As noted above, for many practitioners and researchers, the concept of regenerative
agriculture is centrally connected to changes in the soil. We did not include any variables
directly measuring soil qualities in either absolute or dynamical terms. There are both
practical and conceptual reasons for us to not have done so. Practically, there are reasons
of data availability and quality. We do not have adequate knowledge of the locations
of the farm fields included in the USDA census, nor do we have soil data of adequate
spatial resolution, breadth across the study area, and longitudinal coverage over time.
Conceptually, instead of including soil as a direct variable, we opted to center on practices
that our coauthors (and the literature) concluded were potentially important to improving
soil health but did so within a broader and more holistic notion of what regenerative
agricultural lands involve, in terms of both processes and metrics. We treated the protection
of water resources similarly, as reflected above in explanations of relevant individual
variables. In Section 4, we offer more thoughts as to how our approach may be in productive
tension with approaches where the notion of what forms regenerative land may be known
ahead of time by a variable readily available for measurement.

2.3. Formulating the Regenerative–Conventional Agricultural Index Expression

Here, we provide an account of how the regenerative–conventional index was formu-
lated and calculated for 12 states in the US Midwest.

Of the above variables, we decided that those that were positively associated with re-
generative agricultural lands are IntensiveGrazingRatio, SilvopastureRatio, LivestockDiversity,
ConservationEasementsRatio, CoverCropsRatio, NoTillRatio, CropDiversity, and LocalDirectSales-
FarmsRatio. These are, thus, the variables of the index numerator. By contrast, we found
that FarmSizeAvgAcres, PesticideRatio, PM2.5_nonurban, Food_Flow_Over400mi_KTxKm, and
CH4_per_km2_ag_area would be positively associated with conventional agricultural lands
and, thus, would be summed within the denominator of the index. As such, the expression
of our regenerative–conventional index appears as follows:

Index =

 IntensiveGrazingRatio + SilvopastureRatio + LivestockDiversity +
ConservationEasementsRatio + CoverCropsRatio + NoTillRatio +

CropDiversity + LocalDirectSalesFarmsRatio


[

FarmSizeAvgAcres + PesticideRatio + PM2.5_nonurban+
Food_Flow_Over400mi_KTxKm + CH4_per_km2_ag_area

] (2)

Within both numerator and denominator, individual terms, before being summed, are
‘rescaled’, as clarified below. The ratio, by necessity, renders quantities of different units
commensurable. As such, care must be taken to avoid having the choice of units in each
of the variables determine the relative importance that those variables have in the overall
value of the agricultural index. We decided to ensure that each term in the formula never
exceeds 1.0 before all such terms are summed into the numerator or denominator. As such,
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each of the component variables above is divided by the largest value the variable takes on
within the whole 12-state region.

The regenerative–conventional agricultural index does not necessarily reflect the over-
all amount of agriculture in the county. Almost none of the index terms are expressed in
units that should scale with the size of the county or be affected by how much nonagricul-
tural area the county happens to have within its territory.

2.4. Clustering Regenerative–Conventional Variables

To provide a complementary characterization of how the variables we used above
converge and diverge in particular patterns, we used a classic clustering approach, k-means.
This approach is based on dividing observations into k groups where the variability of group
members around the means of their groups is minimized, thus partitioning observations in
relatively homogeneous groups [69]. In seeking to partition all the counties into k different
clusters according to a variable distance minimization objective, the contributions of all
variables are ‘co-equal’ in the sense that we did not assume anything ahead of time about
the ways variables should contribute, as opposed to how we placed variables either in
the numerator or in the denominator of the index expression. We used the QGIS plugin,
attribute-based clustering [70], which calls the k-means implementation in the canonical
Python library SciPy [71].

We examined a range of values for k, from k = 3 to k = 9 clusters. The algorithm is
heuristic and not strictly deterministic, but initial explorations suggested variation between
runs to be relatively small for this dataset; thus, we analyzed only one run for a given
number of clusters, k, and we focus on the results for k = 9 to emphasize the variation across
a US region whose individual states are larger than many countries.

2.5. Regional Geographies of Conventional and Regenerative Agricultural Lands

We mapped our initial agricultural variables. We mapped our regenerative–conventional
agricultural index, as well as its numerator and denominator. We mapped our clusters
and calculated histograms for each variable in each cluster. These results are of interest in
and of themselves, as they provide a novel and multidimensional picture of midwestern
agricultural lands considered in broad context.

The index and the clustering each offer an analysis of the lands, which the maps convey.
However, we seek to deepen that analysis through offering our own reinterpretation of
some classic techniques of regional geography [72,73]. In seeking to understand the spatial
patterns our index and clusters made visible, we engage in an interpretative practice that
seeks to make reference both to the original variables and to other aspects of the land as
relevant, such as historical path dependencies, political economies, physiography, and
other aspects of agricultural systems not directly captured by our variables. We look for
continuities, discontinuities, and similarities over distance. We compare and contrast how
our index, numerator, denominator, and clusters each differentiate the land into sets of
overlapping but not identical regions.

As such, as we present the results of our quantitative analyses, we do so with sensibili-
ties of regional geography, in which synthesis is necessarily interdependent with, and the
equal of, analysis. The resulting narratives provide starting points both for future research
and for readers to relate our findings to what may be relatively unique histories and futures
of particular places.

3. Results

In the subsections that follow, we examine the agricultural lands of the US Midwest
from multiple perspectives. We aim to facilitate comparing and contrasting how different
methodological approaches yield complementary or sometimes divergent views on what
combinations of practices and conditions form differently patterned mosaics of regions of
regenerative and conventional agricultural lands.
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3.1. Agricultural Regenerative–Conventional Variables

The variables that enter as terms in the numerator of the index ratio (those vari-
ables that are positively associated with regenerative agricultural lands) are mapped in
Figures A1–A8. Those terms that are summed into the denominator of the index (those
variables that are positively associated with conventional agricultural lands) are found in
Figures A9–A13. We discuss aspects of these variables’ spatial distributions and contexts
in the next two subsections on our index and clustering results. The relationships among
the various variables considered here (as well as their relationships with the resulting
agricultural index) are shown in Figure A15 through scatterplots and Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficients. Among the latter, 93% of relationships have an absolute magnitude
less than 0.6 out of a theoretical maximum of 1.0, although our methods do not assume
independence; indeed, we expect and embrace a degree of dependence, spatial and other-
wise, among variables. As seen below, our clustering approach obtains meaningful insights
from spatially variable patterns of statistical dependence.

3.2. Agricultural Regenerative–Conventional Index

The resulting regenerative–conventional index was calculated and can be found
mapped in Figure 1. Its component numerator and denominator are portrayed sepa-
rately in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. We highlight below some of the major features
associated with each, as well as how they relate to each other and to the other variables
that formed them. Those latter variables are mapped in Figures A1–A13. The complexity
of these datasets is high, of course. What follows is a reading that tends to regionalize
by foregrounding patterns at a particular scale, while other, less spatially contiguous or
local-scale phenomena may remain yet unremarked upon.

3.2.1. Lands of Conventional Agriculture

The denominator, as mapped in Figure 2, aggregates variables we associated with
conventional farming lands. There are significant swaths of territory over which many
of the denominator variables align and yield high overall denominator values. One such
belt includes northern Illinois, much of Iowa, and Minnesota south of the Minnesota River
(with which there is a substantial, but by no means total, alignment with high-productivity
corn-farming areas in those regions [74]), as well as the plains of Indiana and Ohio. In
these regions, substantial contributions to the denominator are made by pesticides, farm
average sizes, nonlocal food flows, and, in some areas, nonurban PM2.5 and agricultural
methane emissions. The aforementioned variables are likewise often important to the
substantial denominator values in the high plains of the west of Nebraska and Kansas.
Minus the methane and PM2.5, the counties near the Red River between Minnesota and
North Dakota have high denominator values from similar variables. Additional areas
where the denominator is prominent occur in various clusters along the river valleys of
the Missouri, the Platte, the Mississippi, and the Ohio. Regions with high values for the
denominator appear to be associated with substantial numbers of denominator variables
overlapping at high values. This is in seeming contrast with the numerator, where, as we
see next, regions of relatively high numerator values appear to have more variety in the
range of subsets of component variables that comprise those regions.
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Figure 1. Regenerative–conventional agricultural index—a ratio between a ‘numerator’ composed of variables associated with regenerative agricultural lands and a
‘denominator’ composed of variables associated with conventional agricultural lands. Lower index values, thus, are associated with counties whose agricultural
lands are more conventional. Higher index values are associated with counties whose agricultural lands are more regenerative.
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Figure 2. Regenerative–conventional agricultural index ratio denominator—the sum of variables we associated positively with conventional agricultural lands.
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Figure 3. Regenerative–conventional agricultural index ratio numerator—the sum of variables we associated positively with regenerative agricultural lands.
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3.2.2. Lands of Regenerative Agriculture

By contrast, the numerator, in Figure 3, aggregates variables we associated with regen-
erative farming lands. Many of the counties near the Great Lakes have high numerators,
although supportive reasons appear to differ slightly at multiple scales, from county to
county and from state to state. In many of these areas, relatively high percentages of
the land are forested. Silvopastoral practices are often prominent, perhaps with diverse
livestock, a medium degree of intensive grazing, and both high local direct sales and high
crop diversity. However, the numbers of farms are often lower than in some other areas
where the numerator is also high.

One such region where there are more farms (which are still relatively small in size,
on average) might be from southern Wisconsin up the Mississippi River valley to the Twin
Cities in Minnesota, where diverse crops, relatively high local direct sales, the use of cover
crops, and the use of no-till are important to a substantial regenerative numerator.

Much of Ohio has a high numerator, with a particularly prominent belt bisecting the
state northeast to southwest roughly nearby the transition from the Alleghany plateaus to
the lowland plains, with substantial parts of adjacent southern Indiana likewise having
high numerator values, if more unevenly so. Livestock and crops are diverse through
the belt in question, if not through all the states. Otherwise, the factors involved differ
somewhat by place. Intensive grazing is high in the Appalachian plateaus and in relatively
close proximities to the Ohio River at the southern edges of these states. Silvopasture is
prominent in some of the more forested parts of Ohio. Cover crops are more important
in northern Ohio and the southwestern hills and lowlands of Indiana. No-till is also
used in the latter, although no-till practices are also prominent in much land near the
Indiana–Ohio border.

Although not so in the eastern borderlands near the Red River, east–central North
and South Dakota have many areas with high numerators. Conservation easements are
common. Intensive grazing is high, if variable. No-till is common especially between
the James and Missouri rivers. Crops are relatively diverse for the Great Plains states
we considered.

Southern Iowa has relatively high numerator values, with which are associated various
areas of intensive grazing, silvopasture, livestock diversity, conservation easements, no-till,
crop diversity, and the use of cover crops. This area appears to have a mixture over space
of different practices we associated with regenerative agricultural lands, a region that, for
better or worse, would not have arisen as an entity able to be identified were it not for
the construction of the index. By contrast, as we see below, a clustering approach finds
southern Iowa to be split between several clusters.

A number of counties from the Missouri River in Missouri downstream along both
banks of the Mississippi in Missouri and Illinois also have relatively high numerator values.
Direct sales near metropolitan regions are high. Similarly, crop diversity is generally
substantial but is especially so in proximity to the cities. Various counties practice higher
levels of cover cropping, and silvopasture, more common in the Ozarks to the south, is still
relatively common.

Areas in southeastern Nebraska and northeastern Kansas, south of the Platte River,
commonly use no-till practices and have many counties with more conservation easements.

Lastly, north of the Platte in eastern Nebraska, cover crops, intensive grazing, a degree
of crop diversity, and, if only in the eastern quarter of the state, no-till practices all contribute
to a region with relatively high numerators.

3.2.3. Lands of the Regenerative–Conventional Agricultural Index

In some regions, the index is high because the denominator is low, and the numerator
is high—as in lands of forests and lakes stretching from northern Minnesota over through
to northern Michigan. Areas in the Dakotas both adjacent to the James River and of the
high plains appear to have their own forms of such dynamics.
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Likewise, there are areas where the index is low because the denominator is high,
and the numerator is low. Notably, much of the areas with higher corn production in
Minnesota, Iowa, and Illinois appear to have such dynamics, although there are areas of
greater mixture of practices, as seen in a belt from western Illinois around Peoria across
southern Iowa. Other areas of high denominator and low numerator include the Red River
valley between Minnesota and North Dakota, as well as the western high plains of Kansas
and Nebraska.

However, it is not always the case that a high denominator is associated with a low
numerator, or a low denominator associated with a high numerator. Examining the index
also suggests regions where neither numerator nor denominator is particularly high, but
the ratio nonetheless tilts toward a higher index, such as in the Ozarks of Missouri or in
several clusters of counties in the high plains of the Dakotas west of the Missouri River.
Lastly, there are areas where both numerator and denominator are relatively high. There
are regions such as those of central Ohio or southern Wisconsin, where the denominator is
substantial, but the numerator is higher, yielding a relatively high index.

3.3. Agricultural Regenerative–Conventional Variable Clustering

The results above leverage the specific functional forms of the numerator, denominator,
and resulting index ratio to infer and characterize regions of the midwestern landscape.
Here, however, we present the results of characterizing the land through k-means cluster
detection carried out on the same base variables before they were divided into numerator
and denominator, summed, or divided. Results for nine clusters are shown in Figure 4
(maps of the clustering results where the number of clusters, k, ranges from 3 to 8 are
available in Supplementary S1). Figures 5 and 6 show how the various component variables
are distributed across the counties within each of these clusters. All of the above, along
with the spatial distributions of the input variables themselves shown in Figures A1–A13,
are important for the synthetic results that follow.

Cluster 0/red runs intermittently along the Missouri River from the northwest of
Missouri up into North Dakota, as well as much of eastern Nebraska and the Nebraska–
Kansas border. Cluster 1/blue, similarly to cluster 0/red, and often adjacent to it, runs
along several major rivers, including the Missouri up into North Dakota, the Platte in
Nebraska, the southern half of Kansas centered on the Arkansas River, and, to a lesser
extent, areas along the Mississippi. Cluster 1/blue has a significantly lower index value
than 0/red; however, 1/blue has the second lowest of the nine clusters. It has a relatively
high denominator and a very low numerator. It has relatively high levels of no-till, but
not nearly as high as 0/red. Many of its farms have high crop diversities, with the third
highest average. Although 1/blue has an unusually diverse range of farm sizes, it has the
largest number of large farms, the highest nonlocal food flows, and substantial numbers of
counties with either little local direct sales or livestock diversity.

These clusters likely bear comparison with cluster 5/yellow, which incorporates much
rangeland and dominates the high plains north of the Platte and west of the Missouri
in the Nebraska and the Dakotas, including the Sand Hills of Nebraska. Yellow has a
regenerative index only slightly lower than 0/red, while its numerator and denominator
are simultaneously much lower. It has the largest average farm size of the Midwest with
the lowest livestock diversity and the highest rates of intensive grazing. Direct sales varied
but were not the lowest; there was low pesticide use and, as in several of the lower index
clusters, a bimodal distribution of crop diversity, with much low diversity and a lesser
amount of higher diversity.
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Figure 4. Counties whose regenerative–conventional variable values are close to one another, as found using k-means clustering for k = 9.
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Figure 5. Histograms of index denominator variables broken out by county cluster membership. Each cluster’s counties have a row; each variable has a column.
Although clusters are not calculated on the overall index, nor on the numerator or denominator, those three derived variables are presented here for reference in the
leftmost three columns. Indeed, cluster rows are sorted by their overall regenerative index. A vertical black line indicates the mean value for the variables in its
cluster. Note that, for efficient use of space on the visualization, the 7% highest and 7% lowest values for a given variable (regardless of which cluster they may be
contained in) are not shown at their correct x-values; they are instead stacked in the histogram in the bins where the 7th and 93rd percentiles would be displayed,
respectively. Vertical lines for mean values, however, are not constrained in this way but appear at their proper values, which on occasion leads to some of them
seeming to appear outside of the distribution.
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Figure 6. Histograms of index numerator variables broken out by county cluster membership. Each cluster’s counties have a row; each variable has a column.
Although clusters are not calculated on the overall index, nor on the numerator or denominator, those three derived variables are presented here for reference in the
rightmost three columns. Indeed, cluster rows are sorted by their overall regenerative index. A vertical black line indicates the mean value for the variables in its
cluster. Note that, for efficient use of space on the visualization, the 7% highest and 7% lowest values for a given variable (regardless of which cluster they may be
contained in) are not shown at their correct x-values; they are instead stacked in the histogram in the bins where the 7th and 93rd percentiles would be displayed,
respectively. Vertical lines for mean values, however, are not constrained in this way but appear at their proper values, which on occasion leads to some of them
seeming to appear outside of the distribution.
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To the east of the Missouri River valley in the Dakotas, beyond the clusters mentioned
above, lies cluster 7/pink. This region is centered around the James River running north–
south and, thus, not as far east as the Red River or the Minnesota and Des Moines River
basins (which form the heart of cluster 3/purple, discussed below). It has the third highest
index of all clusters, with a higher numerator and a relatively low denominator. Low
agricultural methane and nonurban PM2.5 contrast with the second largest average farm
sizes, but other aspects of the denominator are relatively middling. In the numerator,
however, the highest rates of conservation easements, high rates of no-till, above average
crop diversity, and low (but significantly above the lowest) livestock diversity round out
the reasonably high numerator. There is significant diversity from north to south in this
region, however, with many of the counties nearer to the James River in eastern South
Dakota up into North Dakota having among the highest regenerative numerators of the
Great Plains.

A different situation obtains in cluster 3/purple, which, as mentioned, runs up the
Red River south to the Minnesota River, and then encompasses much of southwestern
Minnesota down into northern Iowa, with much of the relevant territory roughly centered
around the Des Moines River basin. Substantial corn, soybean, and spring wheat production
occurs in this cluster’s region. In the northern reaches, there are also substantial sugar
beet harvests, which, interestingly, is also a feature of the isolated group of counties in this
cluster located around Saginaw Bay off Lake Huron in Michigan. Cluster 3/purple has the
lowest index of all the clusters, roughly tied with cluster 1/blue for the lowest numerator,
while being roughly tied with 0/red for the second highest denominator. Its farms are of
average size among the clusters, while smaller on average than the regions discussed above.
Food flows over distance remain substantial, and pesticides are the most common among
regions. Intensive grazing is the rarest, although livestock is relatively diverse. No-till is
low, and crops are among the least diverse on a county-by-county level.

Beyond the southern borders of 3/purple in Iowa, stretching through eastern Iowa,
most of Illinois, and the central till plains of Indiana stretching into the central lowland of
Ohio, in regions known for corn and soybeans, among other production, we have cluster
8/gray. This region has a broad range of different numerators among counties, with its
average near the median among counties. However, its denominator is mostly consistently
the highest, and its average index is the third lowest overall. Pesticides and nonurban
PM2.5 are high. Crop diversity is low; however, unlike cluster 3/purple, no-till is high.
Livestock diversity is high, but intensive grazing is low.

Cluster 6/brown is found in a broad swath of counties surrounding much of cluster
8/gray, whether to the south near stretches of the Ohio River, to the west in northern
Missouri and southern Iowa, or to the north in a swath from the Mississippi valley be-
tween Minnesota and Wisconsin through most of the southern halves of Wisconsin and
Michigan. It is roughly tied for the second highest index value while having the second
highest numerator and a median denominator. It has small farms, relatively low pesticides,
high cover crop usage, diverse crops, diverse livestock, and relatively high presence of
silvopastoral practices. Many of the areas with especially high numerator values along the
Great Lakes lie within this region, as can be seen in Figure 3.

Cluster 2/green is split between southern Missouri and the Appalachian foothills of
southwestern Ohio, with a few additional counties spread among the forests and lakes of
cluster 4/orange (discussed below). Its index is slightly above the median among clusters,
but it has relatively low numerators and denominators. While agricultural methane and
nonurban PM2.5 are relatively high, pesticides are very low, farms are relatively small, and
silvopastural practices, intensive grazing, and direct sales are relatively common.

Lastly, cluster 4/orange has the highest index value, having both the highest average
numerator and the lowest average denominator. This cluster occurs in a broad range of
the areas bordering the Great Lakes, encompassing Minnesota from the Twin Cities north
and east, northern Wisconsin, the upper peninsula of Michigan, and northern Michigan.
These areas, among forests, lakes, and sometimes urban areas, have the smallest farms, the
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most local shipments of products and direct sales, low pesticide use, low nonurban PM2.5,
high use of cover crops, the most diverse crops, the most diverse livestock, and much
silvopasture, while at the same time having the least use of no-till practices among regions.

Interested readers may find the dataset constructed and analyzed in this study, along
with high-fidelity copies of the maps, at the following repository: https://doi.org/10.176
05/OSF.IO/FYRZ8 (accessed on 16 March 2022).

4. Discussion
4.1. Co-producing Measurements and Mappings

In this study, we mapped regenerative and conventional agricultural lands of the
US Midwest. We did so not by directly specifying a single empirical measurement to
differentiate these lands, but by first coming to a group understanding of some processes
and attributes that may lead to such landscapes, locating and calculating appropriate
empirical measurements. Such co-production across epistemological domains—farmers,
food analysts, and academics—represents a kind of consensus building process, both illu-
minating and limiting in its localized convergence. Cross-expertise accelerates identifying
and operationalizing key variables, while also lending itself to a tendency toward choosing
variables of a ‘common denominator’ across participants. Miller [66] describes a similar if
more public collaborative research program, with which our research has some parallels in
aims and outcomes, although there is less specific focus on the iterative co-generation of
knowledge that determines the questions and variables chosen.

We then devised a single metric to synthesize these variables into an index describing
agricultural lands as relatively regenerative, relatively conventional, and/or mixed in
various ways. We also used clustering to determine which sorts of attributes and processes
tended to be associated with each other, thereby regionalizing Midwest lands into a set of
different agricultural regions associated with different blends of regenerative and conven-
tional practices. We mapped those clustering regions, the index, the index’s component
numerator (associated with regenerative lands) and denominator (associated with conven-
tional ones), and all associated variables. We examined and characterized the resulting
lands, interpreting them in light of other regional attributes, relations, and historical pro-
cesses. Empirical conclusions may be found above. Readers are free to examine lands of
interest to them, using the aforementioned resources to understand those lands either in
deeper local context or in comparative analysis with other lands. Researchers may also
compare our characterizations of the lands with other quantifications that they may be
aware of or devise themselves.

4.2. Reading Multiple Mappings and Regionalizations

We proceed here to offer some additional observations about how the lands we
identify using different approaches shed light on each other. Reading multiple mappings
and associated regionalizations against each other yielded new insights. Seeming spatial
continuities in the index, numerator, and/or denominator, even when examined with
reference to their constituent variables, may nonetheless appear split into two or more
clusters, either by a sharp line (see southern Iowa or the middle of the lower peninsula of
Michigan) or by what appears likely to be a more ambiguous boundary (as in northern
Missouri). Most clusters also suggest potential similarities in lands over discontinuities
and long distances. At the same time, referring to the index and/or its numerator and
denominator provides an important way of summarizing, comparing, and contrasting
clusters, as seen in the differentiation of the Great Plains into lands that are regenerative,
conventional, or simultaneously both.

Future research may include efforts to compare this article’s index or clustering with
other such regionalizations and quantifications of land, as well as to better characterize the
sensitivity of this index to changes in input variables, functional form, and geographical
scope of counties included. We make several observations here suggesting how further
inquiry in such directions may improve our empirical understanding about the lands

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/FYRZ8
https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/FYRZ8
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we studied in particular, as well as contribute to the theory and method of multivariate
analyses and syntheses of the land.

A series of efforts, first in the early 20th century [47–49], and then revisited in recent
decades with shifting agricultural systems and the rise of digital computation [50,51],
have attempted to characterize the geographies of agriculture in various areas of the
world by dividing the land into homogeneous (but not necessarily contiguous) regions.
Some methods are more quantitative than others. Past efforts have tended to consider
similarities in agricultural products, farm sizes or revenues, interactions between farm and
nonfarm sectors, and/or biophysical environmental contexts. Our regionalization approach
considers some of those same variables, but not all, while we add consideration of a number
of practices, connections, and consequences at farm, community, and regional scales. We
are unaware of other research that combines and triangulates between regionalization- and
index-based approaches. Past regionalizations differ in the number of regions they offer
and, thus, the detail with which they subdivide the landscape, but none consider as many as
nine regions within the Midwest as we do. Many studies end up finding regional divisions
that largely reflect a set of primary products or activities and then name those regions
accordingly. The boundaries of two such regions that appear in the maps of Baker [48] are
‘hay and dairying’ and the ‘corn belt’. There are some similarities between our cluster 6 and
‘hay and dairying’, on the one hand, and between the combination of our cluster 3 with
cluster 8 and the ‘corn belt’, although this latter comparison is less convincing.

More recent regionalizations [50,51] are easier to compare and contrast with our results,
perhaps because they are closer to our study in time and in their consideration of clustering
methods, even if they differ somewhat in variables used. Our cluster 4 merged with
cluster 6 bears some resemblance to the ‘Northern Crescent’ of the USDA Farm Resource
Regions [51], although the latter lacks substantial land in cluster 6 that lies just beyond
the southern edges of our cluster 8; all of that land lies within the USDA’s ‘Heartland’
region. Merging our clusters 5 and 7 yields a territory sharing substantial overlap with
the USDA ‘Northern Great Plains’, but the latter lacks our nuances of counties along the
Missouri River not being grouped with the rest of the neighboring region, instead having
greater similarities to clusters 0 and 1 located further downriver and elsewhere in Kansas
and Nebraska. Furthermore, in a rough sense, one could say our methods differentiated
two clusters/regions (5 and 7) out of one USDA region (Northern Great Plains); however,
those two clusters differ substantially in their engagement with regenerative agriculture,
with cluster 7, to the east of the Missouri, having a much higher numerator than cluster
5, to the west of the Missouri. Lastly, our cluster 2 shares much in common, boundary-
wise, with the parts of the USDA region ‘Eastern Uplands’ that lie within the 12 states
we consider. The observation that our regionalization results have both similarities and
differences with USDA Farm Resource Regions suggests that policies related to regenerative
agriculture implemented with reference to the existing USDA Farm Resource Regions might
be improved through the added consideration of the methods and results offered here.

With respect to future research into indices, greater consideration of variable weighting
is warranted. Given that construction of the index required the combination of numbers
with vastly different units, values, and distributions thereof, we chose to rescale each of
the individual variables to range up to a unitless value of 1 by dividing all values of the
variable distribution by the largest value found across all counties. Yet there is no reason
the effective weight of each of these variables must be equal, although, in the absence of
principles to the contrary, we left them such. Indeed, there are indices of great utility such as
the Human Development Index that have likewise been designed with such weightings [75].
However, the field of multicriteria decision making and evaluation [76] has long considered
various ways for individuals (or even conflicted groups) to thoughtfully integrate diverse
information and values into quantifications. This is but one set of resources that could be
brought to bear in further explorations of the functional form used in such quantifications
of the land.
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Salient aspects of regenerative and conventional agriculture must surely differ from
region to region, as well as from interpreter to interpreter. There are implications for what
an index could or should consist of. For example, Menominee County in Wisconsin has a
very low regenerative index here (and only three entities reported as ‘farms’), but most of
the land is a forest managed sustainably by Menominee peoples. Multiple salient aspects
of that county’s practices are unlikely captured adequately by the present index, which
highlights certain types of agriculture practiced more commonly by certain communities
over others.

All indices are partial, but the partiality of the present index is necessarily a function
of the concerns and experiences of the individuals constructing it. These concerns also have
a regional and socioecological dimension to them. An index better suited to regenerative
agriculture in the US Southwest, Haiti, or the Sichuan basin in China would likely involve
choosing at least a somewhat different set of variables. The extent to which a single
index with a single set of variables could reasonably exist that would capture something
meaningful across substantial land and process diversity is a topic for future research.
Under what ranges of diversity in regional practice and agroecologies might multiple
indices be warranted?

Likewise, a variation on the manner in which the variable distributions are transformed
before placing them into the index ratio (or other functional form, clustering analysis, etc.)
might be to conduct more local normalizations. Perhaps instead of rescaling each variable
by its maximum taken over the entirety of a macroregion of arbitrary extent (here, 12
states, although it could have, in principle, been six states or global), we might rescale the
variables over more localized extents of a particular scale (e.g., of states or within a given
radius). Such an approach might result in an index more attuned to the local variations
of particular economic, climatic, or ecological regions. One could have each individual
variable rescaled over its own characteristic differences according to the variation of the
processes underlying that variable. Indeed, one can perceive differences in spatial scales of
variation behind the visible spatial autocorrelations in the empirical distributions shown in
the maps of the variables in the Appendix A. Such methodological developments in indices
might enable them to respond to spatial process and heterogeneity.

While we position our work in a regenerative agriculture that extends production
beyond the farm gate to community structures and processes, the variables included in our
index are still aligned closely to on-farm practices and their impacts. A next iteration of
our analysis could well converge upon a somewhat different emphasis that might change
the set of variables in consequential ways. Would the results differ were we to add (then
find/process data for) variables that looked not only at labor relations and property forms
but also those able to offer a window on how locales were situated in the geographical
and world-historical processes of globalizing late capitalism? How might our results
differ if we were to have had variables that attempted to understand locales through
ecological energetics or within biogeochemical cycles? How might gender, racialization,
environmental justice, settler colonialism, and indigenous resurgence have been brought
into the quantitative core of the index and affected the results?

Future such research might learn from Ludden et al. [45], who derived a Progressive
Agriculture Index that encapsulates social, economic, and environmental factors, including
farms with women and nonwhite principal operators, average farmworker wages, farm
direct sales, farms with operators residing on site, and farms with community-supported
agriculture and selling value-added products. It is useful to compare and contrast our
results here with those offered by Ludden et al.’s index for 2007 and 2012 over the ‘lower 48’
states of the US. Ludden et al. found progressive conditions generally prevailing by county
across the ‘Northern Crescent’ (one of the pre-existing USDA Farm Resource Regions [51]
ranging from eastern Minnesota across Wisconsin, Michigan, and the northeast up to
Maine), compared to other regions, roughly matching our overall index. The ‘Heartlands’
(from southern Minnesota and eastern sections of South Dakota and Nebraska, down
through much of Missouri and across Illinois to eastern Ohio) ranked low in average
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county rank by the progressive index. The Northern Great Plains (including the Dakotas,
northwest Minnesota, and northwest Nebraska) and the Prairie Gateway (including south-
ern Nebraska and Kansas) ranked middling in the progressive index compared to other
national regions. The Heartlands and Northern Great Plains supported low percentages
of nonwhite principal operators, with some counties having none at all, even with non-
white residents living in those counties. The Heartlands ranked last in regional measures
of women-operated farms. The Prairie Gateway hosted the lowest percentages of farm
operators living on site. All three discrepancies speak to historically conditioned barriers to
farming entry: race, gender, and capital.

Specific counties in both regions, however, ranked high for Ludden et al.’s progressive
index, and some ranked high for individual variables that contributed to their index. The
Heartlands and Northern Great Plains, for example, hosted high average county ranks
in wage as a percent of the federal minimum. Many of the counties in northeast Min-
nesota, northern Wisconsin, and northern Michigan ranked highly in both our regenerative–
conventional agricultural index and in the Ludden et al. progressive agriculture index,
keeping in mind the first was scaled across the Midwest, while the second was scaled na-
tionally. On the other hand, the two indices also diverged. Our direct sales map (Figure A8)
showed much more regional concentration of direct local sales for 2017 in the Great Lakes
than Ludden et al.’s direct sales for 2012, which showed such sales widespread across the
Midwest. This might be a matter of a change over time, but it may also be due to differences
in variable definition. At the county level, Pierce County, North Dakota, ranked high in our
agricultural index, but low by the overall progressive agriculture index. This suggests that
regenerative practices can be focused at the level of on-farm practices—for instance, cover
crops and low tillage—without changing the relations of production that still drive some of
the most socioecologically destructive practices.

Similarly, Kuo and Peters [46] compiled an organic index against which they corre-
lated a variety of socioeconomic variables, including the demographics the Ludden team
pursued, as well as corporate farms, poverty, migration, a social capital index, and the
Gini coefficient of income inequality, among other terms more directly related to human
welfare. Considering the ecological and social origins of agricultural production, as well
as the unique constellations of time and place counties represent, Kuo and Peters pursue
a meso-level approach toward explaining organic production across US counties in 2007
and 2012. The resulting map of organic production is based on an explanatory factor
analysis that looks much like the distribution for the regenerative variables in our index
numerator for Minnesota and Wisconsin, but less so for Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio
(Figure 3). Again, the time periods differ, as do the variables characterizing organic and
regenerative production. Kuo and Peters found organics statistically associated with both
demographic differences—e.g., more women operators—and modes of local economies,
including the direct sales and CSA that our maps also suggest (Figures 3 and A8). Their
analysis, however, also found higher income, greater formal education, higher skilled
professional occupations, and hillier land positively associated with organics intensity.

4.3. Revitalizing Regional Agricultural Geographies

At the same time, any of the above processes or relations, areas of vibrant scholarly
research, need not be brought explicitly within the set of variables to be considered. Indeed,
they are already reflected in all of our variables, in the regions derived from our clusters,
and in our index. None of our variables exist in isolation from these important issues, but
embody them. This is where our efforts to revitalize a regional geographic approach in the
service of interpreting our quantitative results fall short in practice and must be an invita-
tion to future research. Environmental historians, soil scientists, economic geographers,
landscape ecologists, rural sociologists, and scholars in environmental studies, among
many others, all know much about the agricultural lands we studied here. The challenge
and opportunity is to rework that knowledge and revisit its various methods to interpret
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the variables, maps, and regions that we derived, yielding insightful regional geographies,
ecologies, and environmental histories of the present.

We conclude by commenting on how our research approach relates to, is quite different
from, and may be complemented by consideration of another class of approaches to
understanding regenerative and conventional lands—those that first classify agricultural
lands a priori as regenerative and/or conventional, only then inferring what characteristics
define them. Whereas we proceeded from coming to consensus on processes that define
regenerative lands, we might instead have attempted to identify those lands directly, and
then determine which processes were empirically most closely associated with them. Under
such circumstances, the differentiation of regenerative and conventional lands need not
even be holistic or plural in its approach. It is conceivable that researchers might adopt
a soil-centric approach to understanding regenerative agricultural lands and may devise
a single variable to measure them, e.g., a measure of change in soil health over time,
which is both theoretically justifiable and empirically available. Quantifications of how
relevant aspects of soil health have been changing, available at a broad scope and sufficient
resolution to be correlated with the locations of farmland being measured through the
agricultural census (which would themselves need to be estimated, as they are not publicly
available), have historically been difficult to obtain.

Advances in satellite technology and affordability, cloud computing, and remote
sensing algorithms do make such research more plausible in the future [77–80]. With regen-
erative and/or conventional lands identified, a range of statistical and machine learning
tools would likewise then become available, as the problem would be methodologically
akin to inferring the socioecological ‘niche’ that a particular ‘species’ of agricultural land
exists within. Future research might compare the portrayals of the land and its processes
that would result from such inquiry, which proceeds from knowledge about land outcomes
to processes, with the results we obtained here, which proceeded from knowledge about
landscape processes to outcomes. The two approaches would complement each other.

The co-participatory means by which farming communities and researchers can arrive
upon these measures together suggest that the policy implications of such work extend
far beyond informing ‘decision makers’ acting top-down from state capitals, government
agencies, or corporate boardrooms. Offered more analyses relevant to their aspirations and
scales, rural communities may also serve themselves by choosing approaches specific to
their regional objectives.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/land11030437/s1: Supplement S1. Supplemental materials for
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Appendix A

This Appendix A contains visualizations of the key variables both forming the regen-
erative index and used in the clustering. The data are rendered large enough for individual
counties to be distinguished while at the same time offering interested readers greater
intuition behind both agriculture lands and the operation of the regenerative index.

The values are all divided by the largest value present for any of the counties over the
12 states of the US Midwest included here, as this transformation was applied to each of
these variables as they were placed within the index formula. Variables from the numerator
of the index’s ratio, those where a larger value offers the county a higher, more regenerative,
index value, are portrayed using white to green color ramps (Figures A1–A8). Variables
from the denominator of the index’s ratio, those where a larger value offers the county
a lower, more conventional, index value, are portrayed using white to blue color ramps
(Figures A9–A13). The map that follows (Figure A14) does not appear directly in the index
but was used in calculating many of the aforementioned variables and is, thus, included
here for reference. The data of Figure A14 are not rescaled by the maximum value, unlike
all the other preceding maps in this Appendix A, nor does its color scheme follow the logics
described above. Note that the methods and source data used to calculate all these variables
are described above, in Section 2, with additional detail available in the Supplementary
Materials. Lastly, Figure A15 offers a matrix scatterplot of the relationships among all
pairs of a set of key variables, calculating Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for each
pairing, and offering a set of maps of each of the variables for convenience in interpreting
the scatterplots. These maps differ from those of Figures A1–A13 not only in size but also
in how the data are displayed; the color in the maps of Figure A15 is a continuous function
of the variables at hand (thus, these are unclassified maps), whereas, in Figures A1–A13,
the thematic variables are classified into seven bins of roughly equal numbers of counties.
Each approach offers a different perspective on the underlying data.
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Figure A1. Fraction of farms practicing intensive grazing, 2017. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of the counties
included here (0.422 in Thomas County, Nebraska), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression. Methods
for IntensiveGrazingRatio are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A2. Fraction of farms practicing silvopasture, 2017. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of the counties included
here (0.219 in Cook County, Minnesota), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression. Methods for
SilvopastureRatio are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A3. Livestock diversity index, by county, 2017. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of the counties included
here (1.977 in Crawford County, Michigan), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression. Methods for
LivestockDiversity are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A4. Fraction of farms with conservation easements, by county, 2017. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of the
counties included here (0.178 in Towner County, North Dakota), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression.
Methods for ConservationEasementsRatio are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A5. Fraction of farms planting cover crops, by county, 2017. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of the counties
included here (0.333 in Keweenaw County, Michigan), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression. Methods
for CoverCropsRatio are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A6. Fraction of farms practicing no-till, by county, 2017. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of the counties
included here (0.689 in Nuckolls County, Nebraska), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression. Methods
for NoTillRatio are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A7. Crop diversity index, by county, 2017. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of the counties included here (1.343
in Cook County, Illinois), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression. Methods for CropDiversity are
described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A8. Fraction of farms selling direct to consumers, by county, 2017. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of the
counties included here (0.667 in Keweenaw County, Michigan), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression.
Methods for LocalDirectSalesFarmsRatio are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A9. Average land area per farm, by county, 2017. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of the counties included here
(7736 acres per farm in Grant County, Nebraska), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression. Methods for
FarmSizeAvgAcres are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A10. Number of types of pesticides applied by the average farm, by county, 2017. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for
any of the counties included here (2.174 in Pemiscot County, Missouri), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index
expression. Methods for PesticideRatio are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A11. Average nonurban PM2.5, by county, 2016. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of the counties included
here (9.410 µg/m3 in Porter County, Indiana), as this transformation was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression. Methods for
PM2.5_nonurban are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. The map is based on data from WHO’s DIMAQ model estimates [61].
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Figure A12. Product of food exports by weight times distance traveled, only including domestic flows over 400 miles (644 km), 2012. Values were all rescaled
through dividing by the largest value present for any of the counties included here (3.670 × 106 kt-km from Richland County, North Dakota), as this transformation
was applied to the variable data as they were placed into the index expression. Methods for Food_Flow_Over400mi_KTxKm are described in the article main text and
Supplementary Materials. Data from [65] were used.
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Figure A13. Agricultural methane emissions per square kilometer, by county, 2012. Values were all rescaled through dividing by the largest value present for any of
the counties included here (0.114 moles CH4 per second per square kilometer in St. Louis County, Missouri), as this transformation was applied to the variable data
as they were placed into the index expression. Methods for CH4_per_km2_ag_area are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. Data from [67]
were used.
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Figure A14. Number of farms per county, 2017. Methods for NumberOfFarms are described in the article main text and Supplementary Materials. USDA 2017 Census
of Agriculture data [52] were used.
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Figure A15. Exploration of relationships among regenerative–conventional agricultural index vari-
ables. Scatter plots at the intersection of a given row and column corresponding to particular variables
show the relations among those variables. Numbers are Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients.
Maps along the diagonal show the spatial distribution of each variable.
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